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The FTC decided at the 1,307th Commissioners’ Meeting on Nov. 

23, 2016 that JK Foods had violated Article 25 of the Fair Trade 

Act by not fully disclosing in writing important franchise information 

to trading counterparts before contract signature when recruiting 

franchisees for the “Rainbow Snow” chain. Therefore, the FTC 

imposed an administrative fine of NT$50,000 on the company and 

also ordered it to cease the unlawful act.  

During the recruitment process, JK Foods did not disclose in writing 

the “contents of trademark rights licensed to franchisees and the 

duration” and “the number of franchisees of the same franchise 

in each city (county), their addresses and the ratios of contract 

cancellation and termination in the preceding year”. Such information 

was closely associated with the use of trademark rights, intra-brand 

competition conditions and expected business performance and 

risks. People interested in joining the franchise needed it to evaluate 

whether they wanted to become part of the franchise. JK Foods 

contested that the company had already posted the trademark rights 

registration and addresses of existing franchisees on the company 

website, but information on websites could be updated at any time. 

If a franchiser failed to maintain and update the contents of web 

pages out of negligence, there could still be problems later when 

both sides had discrepancies over the website content and it was 

also unclear whether the trading counterparts had actually obtained 

the information. Therefore, the FTC concluded that the failure of 

JK Foods to disclose important franchise information in writing 

was a practice used to take advantage of the important transaction 
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information in its possession. Without full disclosure 

of the important information, its trading counterparts 

would be unable to make correct transaction decisions 

while its competitors would also lose opportunities to 

obtain new franchisees. The practice was obviously 

unfair conduct able to affect trading order in violation 

of Article 25 of the Fair Trade Act.

The FTC reminds franchisers that ,  in order to 

prevent post-transaction disputes, they should fully 

disclose related conditions and information to trading 

counterparts before contract signature or at the time 

of contract signature and also abide by the regulations 

set forth in the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal 

Directions (Guidelines) on the Business Practices of 

Franchisers”. 
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The FTC decided at the 1,315th Commissioners’ 

Meeting on Jan. 18, 2017 that Hong Yin Multimedia 

Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Hong 

Yin Multimedia) had violated Subparagraph 3 of Article 

20 of the Fair Trade Act by stipulating provisions in 

contracts to collect royalties from its distributors. The 

company also established operating regulations on 

the maintenance of preferential rentals and rental 

adjustments to push the distributors to raise rentals on 

their downstream businesses that were at the same 

time using karaoke products from the company’s 

competitors. It was a use of illegitimate means to 

impede competition; therefore, the FTC imposed an 

administrative fine of NT$10 million on the company. 

As specified in the contracts of 2015 signed between 

Hong Yin Multimedia and its distributors, the company 

would collect 10% of the total annual sales of each 

distributor, to be paid by check, as the royalties for 

using the products of Hong Yin Multimedia and the 

company would return a portion of the royalties as 

an incentive depending on the sales performance 

of the distributor. Later, Hong Yin Multimedia also 

established operating regulations on the maintenance 

of preferential rentals and rental adjustments. It was 

specified in the regulations that for karaoke operators 

who had already rented the MDS-655 machines and 

were financially unable to rent karaoke machines 

of other brands, the company would maintain the 

preferential rentals. At the same time, the company 

also demanded that its distributors turn in detailed 

lists of karaoke operators for whom preferential 

rentals were to be maintained or rentals were to be 

raised. This made the distributors push people leasing 

karaoke machines from the distributors and deploying 

them in karaoke establishments to charge extra 

rentals from karaoke operators also using karaoke 

machines from competitors as a way to force such 

operators to stop leasing products from the company’s 

competitors. The intention was not just to promote 

the company’s products or to reflect the costs of the 

company’s products or MDS-655 karaoke machines. 

Meanwhile, because of the extremely high market 

share that the MDS-655 karaoke machines accounted 

for, the company absolutely dominated the market 

to its distributors. Moreover, machine leasers who 

deployed their machines at karaoke establishments 

and karaoke operators were highly dependent on 

the MDS-655 karaoke machines; hence, Hong Yin 

Multimedia was able to request that its distributors 

demand that machine leasers raise the rental by 

NT$2,000 per machine on karaoke operators using 

karaoke machines from the company’s competitors 

at the same time. As a result, the karaoke operators 

had to choose between paying an extra NT$2,000 

per machine and stopping leasing karaoke machines 

from competing brands. In other words, the practice 

impeded competi t ion between karaoke product 

makers .   Subsequent ly,  the number  o f  songs 

consumers could choose in some karaoke places 

became smaller while they paid the same amount of 

money. Without a doubt, the conduct had a negative 

impact on competition in the karaoke product supply 

market and on consumers’ interests. For this reason, 

the FTC concluded that Hong Yin Multimedia had 

adopted illegitimate means to impede competition 

and the practice was likely to restrain competition in 

violation of Subparagraph 3 of Article 20 of the Fair 

Trade Act.

Hong Yin Multimedia Violated Fair Trade Act by Adopting Illegitimate 
Means to Impede Competition
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The FTC decided at the 1,300th Commissioners’ 

Meet ing  on  Oct .  5 ,  2016 tha t  Ta iwan Sakura 

Corporat ion (hereinafter referred to as Taiwan 

Sakura) had violated Article 19 of the Fair Trade 

Act by restricting the resale prices of its distributors 

f o r  S a k u r a  p r o d u c t s .  T h e  c o n d u c t  d e p r i v e d 

the distr ibutors of their freedom to make price 

decisions and made them unable to set prices in 

accordance with the competition they faced and their 

management strategies. It also weakened the intra-

brand competition between different sales channels. 

In addition to ordering the company to immediately 

cease the unlawful act, the FTC also imposed on it an 

administrative fine of NT$1.2 million.

Taiwan Sakura marketed its products through the 

general distributors for different regions and their 

distributors. The products were sold outright and 

distributors at various levels were responsible for 

any risk entailed. Taiwan Sakura signed “general 

distribution contracts” with general distributors and 

the ones signed in 2015 and 2016 included provisions 

regarding resale price restriction agreements and 

penalty regulations. During the investigation, both 

Taiwan Sakura and the general distributors for various 

regions stated that retail prices had been determined 

after discussions and negotiat ions. Meanwhile, 

random checks conducted on online sellers whose 

products got  taken off  the shel f  revealed that 

complaints had been filed against quite a few of them 

(even though the products had come from general 

distributors or their distributors) for selling products 

at prices lower than those agreed on between Taiwan 

Sakura and general distributors and, as a result, their 

products were taken off the shelf. Obviously, Taiwan 

Sakura had imposed resale price restrictions on its 

downstream distributors since Jan. 1, 2015. 

When requested to provide justifiable causes for 

restricting resale prices, Taiwan Sakura stated that the 

complaints filed by the company were mostly against 

the unauthorized use of its trademark. However, most 

of the web pages removed only displayed product 

pictures, names, model numbers or descriptions 

without logos. Some even did not show any image. 

Taiwan Sakura claimed trademark infr ingement 

had indeed occurred but was unable to prove the 

products displayed with the Sakura trademark had 

not come from Taiwan Sakura and that infringement 

had taken place. Neither was the company able to 

present evidence to explain how it could promote 

intra-brand competition by restricting the resale prices 

of its downstream distributors. The business scales, 

operating modes and management costs of the 

distributors were all different. Resale price restrictions 

would prohibit the distributors from determining their 

prices and weaken intra-brand price competition 

between different retailers; price rigidity could thus 

occur. Therefore, it was impossible to conclude that 

Taiwan Sakura had any of the justifiable causes 

specified in the proviso of Paragraph 1 of Article 19 of 

the Fair Trade Act.

By restricting the resale prices of its distributors, 

Taiwan Sakura deprived them of their freedom to 

make price decisions. The distributors were unable 

to determine their product prices according to the 

compet i t ion they faced and their  management 

Taiwan Sakura Violated Fair Trade Act by Restricting Resale 
Prices of Distributors for Its Products
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strategies. As a result, intra-brand price competition 

between different retail outlets would be weakened 

whereas the excuse of promoting competition was not 

justifiable. The conduct was in violation of Paragraph 

1 of Article 19 of the Fair Trade Act. Therefore, the 

FTC cited the first section of Paragraph 1 of Article 40 

of the same act and sanctioned Taiwan Sakura.
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The FTC decided at the 1,320th Commissioners’ 

Meeting on Feb. 22, 2017 that it would not prohibit 

the merger between Chang Wah Electromaterials 

Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Chang Wah 

Electromaterials), Chang Wah Technology Co., Ltd. 

(hereinafter referred to as Chang Wah Technology), 

Singapore-based SH Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd. (hereinafter 

referred to as SHAP) and SH Electronics Taiwan Co., 

Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as SH Electronics Taiwan) 

by citing Article 13 (1) of the Fair Trade Act.

Chang Wah Electromaterials and its affiliate Chang 

Wah Technology intended to jointly purchase 100% of 

the shares of SHAP and Chang Wah Electromaterials 

would be the enterprise with the ultimate control. 

The condition met the merger patterns described in 

Subparagraphs 2 and 5 of Article 10 (1) of the Fair 

Trade Act. At the same time, the market shares of 

Chang Wah Electromaterials and SHAP (including its 

affiliate SH Electronics Taiwan) also reached the filing 

threshold specified in Subparagraph 2 of Article 11 (1) 

of the same act while the proviso in Article 12 did not 

apply. Therefore, a merger notification was filed. 

Since the sales of  LED lead f rames produced 

by Chang Wah Technology and IC lead frames 

made by SH Electronics Taiwan, a subsidiary of 

SHAP, had been placed in the charge of Chang 

Wah Electromaterials, i t  was a vert ical merger. 

After assessment, the FTC concluded that related 

regulatory measures, technological thresholds and 

import duties did not constitute any entry barrier in 

the relevant market whereas there would still be 

competitors from different countries to cope with. 

Furthermore, downstream buyers had strong price 

negotiation power. Hence, it would be difficult for 

the merging parties to abuse their market power. 

In addition, the merger would only change existing 

business relations into cooperation inside the same 

group. The market shares and structure of the 

relevant market would remain the same and post-

merger market foreclosure was impossible. Therefore, 

the FCT decided that the merger could not lead to any 

competition restraint and did not prohibit the merger 

by citing Article 13 (1) of the Fair Trade Act.

Merger between Chang Wah Electromaterials, Chang Wah 
Technology, Singapore-based SHAP and SH Electronics Taiwan 

Not Prohibited
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The FTC decided at the 1,315th Commissioners’ 

Meeting on Jan. 18, 2017 that Fubon Multimedia 

Technology Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Fubon 

Multimedia) and HAWA International Marketing Co., 

Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as HAWA International) 

had violated Article 21 (1) of the Fair Trade Act 

by claiming “the Taiwan Textile Research Institute 

has confirmed in a report that wearing the pants 

for ten minutes can increase blood flow by 20.6%, 

blood velocity by 18.2% and skin temperature by 

2.5 degrees; it has been proven in experiments 

that wearing the pants for ten minutes can increase 

human body temperatures, accelerate circulation and 

promote metabolism”, “users will experience a burning 

sensation after exercising for five minutes and it takes 

similar products of other brands 30 minutes” and “ten 

thousand people have tried them on; the satisfaction 

with the sweating result achieved 97%, satisfaction 

with the permeabil ity 98%, satisfaction with the 

stylishness 97% and satisfaction with the effects 98%” 

when the two companies marketed the “hot-selling 

Hot Snow far-infrared fat-burning shaping pants from 

the US” on the Momo shopping channel. The wording 

was a false, untrue and misleading representation 

with regard to quality and content of product and 

could also affect transaction decisions in violation of 

Article 21 (1) of the Fair Trade Act. Therefore, the FTC 

imposed administrative fines of fines of NT$100,000 

on Fubon on Fubon Multimedia and NT$50,000 on 

HAWA International.  

The wording “the Taiwan Textile Research Institute 

has confirmed in a report that wearing the pants 

for ten minutes can increase blood flow by 20.6%, 

blood velocity by 18.2% and skin temperature by 

2.5 degrees; it has been proven in experiments 

that wearing the pants for ten minutes can increase 

human body temperatures, accelerate circulation and 

promote metabolism” gave the impression that the 

product in question had been tested by the Taiwan 

Textile Research Institute (hereinafter referred to as 

the TTRI) and had proven able to increase human 

body temperatures, accelerate circulation and promote 

metabolism. However, as the TTRI was not a medical 

unit and its operations had nothing to do with the 

effects indicated in the report, the test data it provided 

were insufficient to serve as evidence to support the 

functions and effects claimed in the advertisement. 

Hence, the so-called “wearing the pants for ten 

minutes can accelerate circulation and promote 

metabolism” as claimed in the advertisement should 

not have been included in the test report. Other than 

this, HAWA International and Fubon Multimedia were 

also unable to provide any concrete evidence backed 

by scientific theories or experiments. As a result, there 

was nothing to prove that the product did have the 

effects claimed in the advertisement. In other words, 

the advertisement was a false, untrue and misleading 

representation with regard to quality and content of 

product and could also have affected transaction 

decisions. It was in violation of Article 20 of the Fair 

Trade Act. 

According to the statements from HAWA International 

and Fubon Multimedia, the claim that “users will 

experience a burning sensation after exercising for 

five minutes and it takes similar products of other 

brands 30 minutes” posted in the advertisement was 

Fubon Multimedia and HAWA International Posted False 
Advertising in Violation of the Fair Trade Act
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based on the answers filled in a questionnaire by 28 

consumers trying the product. However, an inspection 

of the contents of the questionnaire indicated that the 

answers did not really suggest the aforesaid effects. 

According to the table of comparison established by 

HAWA International, not every one of the 28 testees 

started to sweat after exercising for 30 minutes. 

Moreover, the answers in the questionnaire only 

reflected the opinions of the testees; they were not 

enough to serve as objective data to compare the 

sweating effects of the product advertised with the 

exercise pants of other brands. What’s more, there 

were no test reports on the contrast chart and thermal 

imaging chart provided by HAWA International to 

support the claim that it took the product five minutes 

but the exercise pants of other brands 30 minutes 

for users to begin sweating. In other words, the 

comparison lacked objective data to serve as the 

basis. For this reason, the FTC concluded that the 

advertisement was a false, untrue and misleading        

representation with regard to quality and content of 

product and could also affect transaction decisions. 

Apparently it was in violation of Article 21 of the Fair 

Trade Act. 

Meanwhile, it was claimed in the advertisement that 

“ten thousand people have tried them and were 

satisfied with the result”. However, the questionnaire 

showed and HAWA International also admitted that the 

product had been tested on only 28 people. Without 

doubt, the advertisement was a false, untrue and 

misleading representation with regard to quality and 

content of product and could also affect transaction 

decisions. It was in violation of Article 21 of the Fair 

Trade Act. 
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The FTC decided at the 1,319th Commissioners’ 

M e e t i n g  o n  F e b .  1 5 ,  2 0 1 7  t h a t  Z h u  C h e n g 

Construction Co., Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Zhu 

Cheng Construction) and Hai Hua Advertising Co., 

Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as Hai Hua Advertising) 

appointed by Zhu Cheng Construction to be in charge 

of sales had violated Article 21 (1) by using dotted 

lines to mark the balconies as part of the interior 

space in the floor plans when marketing the “Zhu 

Cheng Zao Dao Tian” housing project. The conduct 

was a false, untrue and misleading representation 

of content and use of product and could also affect 

transaction decisions. Therefore, the FTC imposed 

administrative fines of NT$1.8 million on Zhu Cheng 

Construction and NT$900,000 on Hai Hua Advertising. 

The use of  bui ld ings presented in home sales 

advertisements is an important consideration when 

trading counterparts decide whether they will make 

purchases. After purchasing, they think the homes 

they have bought can be used as described in the 

advertisements and are not aware that the use 

described in the advertisements is actually in violation 

of bui lding regulat ions and they may be f ined, 

forbidden to use certain parts, ordered to restore 

such parts to the condition indicated in the building 

permit, or end up having these parts dismantled by 

the competent authority. Zhu Cheng Construction 

invested the money and built the “Zhu Cheng Zao Dao 

Tian” housing project and was the company to profit 

from the sales and to review and approve the contents 

of advertisements, although Hai Hua Advertising was 

appointed to produce the advertisements needed 

and sell the units. Meanwhile, according to the 

advertising planning and sales agency contract signed 

between the two companies, Hai Hua Advertising was 

responsible for the production of advertisements and 

sales and would be given a proportion of the sales for 

its services. In other words, its profit would grow when 

the sales increased. Therefore, both companies were 

considered to be the advertisers and responsible for 

the false representation in the advertisements. On the 

floor plans for the A1, A2, L1, B1, K2, B2, K1, C1, J2, 

C2, J1, D1, I2, D2, I1, E1, H2, E2, H1, F1, G2, F2, G1 

and L2 units posted online and at the reception center, 

the two companies used dotted lines to mark the 

balconies as part of the interior space. According to 

the building authority of the Taoyuan City Government, 

the balconies in the as-built drawings approved could 

not be used as part of the interior. In addition, Zhu 

Cheng Construction had never applied for design 

change permission after receiving the building use 

permits. If the balconies were to be used as part of 

the interior as indicated in the floor plans posted, this 

would be in violation of building regulations and users 

would have to face the risk of being fined, of having 

the parts in concern dismantled or being ordered to 

have the parts reconstructed. Hence, the contents of 

the advertisements posted by Zhu Cheng Construction 

and Hai Hua Advertising to market the housing project 

were inconsistent with reality. The conduct was a false, 

untrue and misleading representation able to cause 

consumers to have wrong perceptions and would be 

able to affect their transaction decisions. It was in 

violation of Article 21 (1) of the Fair Trade Act.

Zhu Cheng Construction and Hai Hua Advertising Violated Fair 
Trade Act by Posting False Advertisements
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Complaint cases are cases that involve violations of the Fair Trade Act or the Multi-level Marketing Supervision 

Act and are reported to the FTC, the competent authority for the aforementioned laws, either in writing (including 

emails and faxes) or in oral descriptions (transcribed into statements or report sheets) with the names of informers 

indicated or complaint cases transferred from other agencies. Statistics show that between January and March 

this year (2017), the FTC received 402 complaint cases (accounting for 67% of the total number of cases) and 

processed 574 complaint cases (including 172 unclosed cases from 2016). From 2012 to the end of March this year 

(hereinafter referred to as the 5 recent years), the FTC received 8,407 complaint cases in total. 

389 of the cases reported between January and March this year were processed and closed. Sanctions were 

administered in 7 cases and no sanctions were imposed in 30 cases. In the 5 recent years, the FTC processed 

and closed 8,395 complaint cases, handed down sanctions in 351 cases (380 dispositions issued), did not impose 

sanctions in 1,051 cases and opted for administrative disposals in 12 cases. Meanwhile, review was suspended in 

6,548 cases because they involved criminal or civil cases or the jurisdiction of other agencies or were procedurally 

inconsistent. In other words, 7 out of 10 reported cases were closed with review suspension (Table 1). 

Statistics on Complaint Cases

Table 1 Statistics on Complaint Cases Received in the 5 Recent Years
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Unit: case; % 

Year 

Complaint Cases Handling Result 

Cases 
Received 

Ratio to 
Total 

Number of 
Cases % 

Total Sanctions 
made 

No Sanctions 
Made 

Administrative 
Disposals 

Review 
Suspended 

Termination of 
investigation 

Combination 
with Other 

Cases 

Total 
(2012-Mar. 2017) 8,407 68.9 8,395 351 1,051 12 6,548 1 432 

2012 1,955 76.5 1,895 86 316 6 1,340 - 147 

2013 1,623 71.2 1,643 102 276 1 1,160 - 104 

2014 1,538 64.8 1,642 77 199 2 1,275 - 89 

2015 1,302 62.3 1,283 37 101 - 1,108 - 37 

2016 1,587 68.7 1,543 42 129 2 1,325 1 44 

Jan.-Mar 2017. 402 67.2 389 7 30 1 340 - 11 
Notes:  
1. The total number of cases refers to the aggregate of complaint cases, concerted action approval applications, merger notifications, 

interpretation applications and cases in which the FTC initiated ex officio investigations.  
2. “Administrative disposals” are administrative measures adopted by the FTC, including issuing industrial warnings (or corrections) or 

case warnings (or written requests for improvement) and requesting that related competent authorities take necessary action.     
3. “Combination with other cases” means that the same informer has repeatedly reported the same violation or different informers have 

reported the same violation and the complaints thus filed have been combined and processed together.  
4. “Termination of investigation”: According to Article 28 added as a result of the amendment to the Fair Trade Act made on Feb. 4, 2015, 

the FTC may decide to terminate the investigation when the enterprise under investigation for violation of the Fair Trade Act has made 
the commitment as well as actually taken concrete measures to cease and correct its unlawful conduct.  

 
Judged by the types of cases in which review was suspended in the 5 recent years, 3,191 cases (48.7%) involved 

procedural inconsistency, including informers withdrawing the complaints or failing to turn in further information, 
informers becoming unreachable or the accused not being covered by the regulations of the FTC. 1,976 cases (30.2%) 
were related to activities not belonging to the jurisdiction of the FTC or were transferred to other agencies after 
consultations between the FTC and such agencies (as shown in Fig. 1).  
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Judged by the types of cases in which review was suspended in the 5 recent years, 3,191 cases (48.7%) involved 

procedural inconsistency, including informers withdrawing the complaints or failing to turn in further information, 

informers becoming unreachable or the accused not being covered by the regulations of the FTC. 1,976 cases 

(30.2%) were related to activities not belonging to the jurisdiction of the FTC or were transferred to other agencies 

after consultations between the FTC and such agencies (as shown in Fig. 1).

Sanctions were handed down in 7 of the complaint cases filed between January and March this year. 7 dispositions 

were issued to sanction 9 enterprises and the fines totaled NT$13.10 million. Judged by the type of illegal conduct 

(those in violation of 2 or more articles were repeatedly calculated), among the 380 dispositions issued in the 

complaint cases filed in the 5 recent years, the 204 cases involving false, untrue and misleading advertising 

formed the largest portion, accounting for about 54%, followed by 67 cases of deceptive and obviously unfair 

conduct, or about 20%. The total fines imposed in the complaint cases totaled NT$260.57 million. NT$136.00 

million (52.2%) was imposed for illegal concerted actions. The NT$49.55 million (19.0%) imposed for false, untrue 

and misleading advertising came second, followed by the NT$21.30 million (8.2%) imposed for illegal multi-level 

marketing activities (as shown in Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Sanctions Imposed in Complaint Cases Filed in the 5 Recent Years—by Type of Illegal Conduct

Fig. 1 Statistics on Types of Cases in Which Review Was Suspended in the 5 Recent Years
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FTC Activities in March and April 2017

 On Mar. 8, the FTC conducted a presentation on the “Various Aspects of Trading Traps” at the Senior Citizen 
Learning Center in Cianjhen District, Kaohsiung City. 

 On Mar. 27, the FTC held a workshop on “International Antitrust Promotion—The Regulations on Vertical 
Competition Restrictions and Practices in the EU and Taiwan” in Taipei City.

 On Mar. 28, the FTC conducted the “Fair Trade Act Seed Teacher Training Workshop” for junior and senior high 
school students in Tainan City. 

 On Mar. 28, the FTC conducted a presentation on the “Fair Trade Commission Regulations on Transactions 
between Department Stores and Name Brand Counter Operators”. 

 On Apr. 6 and 21, the teachers and students of the Department of Economics of Soochow University and the 
teachers and students of the Graduate Institute of Technology Management of National Taiwan University of 
Science and Technology respectively attended the “Fair Trade Act and Multi-level Marketing Supervision Act 
Training Camp” conducted by the FTC. 

 On Apr. 21, Professor Andy C.M. Chen of Chung Yuan Christian University gave a lecture on the “Thinking 
behind Competition Policy and Establishment of Regulations in the Big Data Era” at the invitation of the FTC. 

 On Apr. 21, the FTC conducted a presentation on the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal Directions (Policy 
Statements) on Online Advertising Practices” in Taichung City. 

 On Apr. 22, the FTC conducted a presentation on the “Various Aspects of Trading Traps” at the Old Folks Club 
in Jhongpu Township, Chiayi County. 

 On Apr. 25, the FTC conducted a presentation on the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal Directions (Policy 
Statements) on the Business Practices of Franchisers” in Taichung City. 

 On Apr. 28, the FTC held a workshop on the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal Directions (Policy Statements) 
on the Sales of Elementary and Junior High School Textbooks” in Yunlin County. 

1.The FTC conducting a presentation on the “Various Aspects of Trading Traps” in Kaohsiung City
2.The FTC conducting a workshop on “International Antitrust Promotion—The Regulations on Vertical Competition Restrictions and Practices in the EU and 

Taiwan” in Taipei City

1 2
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3.Professor Andy C.M. Chen of Chung Yuan Christian University giving a lecture on the “Thinking behind Competition Policy and Establishment of Regulations 
in the Big Data Era” at the invitation of the FTC

4.The FTC conducting a presentation on the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal Directions (Policy Statements) on Online Advertising Practices” in Taichung 
City

5.The FTC conducting a presentation on the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal Directions (Policy Statements) on the Business Practices on Franchisers” in 
Taichung City

6.The FTC holding a workshop on the “Fair Trade Commission Disposal Directions (Policy Statements) on the Sales of Elementary and Junior High School 
Textbooks” in Yunlin County

3

5

4

6
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1.Director Karen Wong-Ervin of the Global Antitrust Institute of George Mason 
University of the US giving a lecture at the invitation of the FTC and also 
calling on the FTC chairperson

2.Staff members of Panama’s Authority of Consumer Protection and 
Competition Defense (ACODECO) receiving technical training in Taiwan

3.Mr. Andrew Heimert of the Office of International Affairs of the US Federal 
Trade Commission calling on the FTC

1

3

2

FTC International Exchanges in March and April 2017

 On Mar. 8, Director Karen Wong-Ervin of the Global Antitrust Institute of George Mason University of the US 
gave a lecture on “Competition Law Regulations and Application of Intellectual Property Rights” at the invitation 
of the FTC.

 On Mar. 9, the FTC attended the distance workshop on the “Market Studies: Selection and Prioritisation of 
Sectors and Industries” held by the OECD Competition Committee.  

 From Mar. 13 to 17, the FTC staff members attended an economics training program conducted by the Global 
Antitrust Institute of George Mason University of the US in Dubai, UAE.  

 On Mar. 15 and 22, the FTC respectively attended the teleconferences of the ICN Cartel Working Group.

 On Mar. 16 and 21, the FTC respectively attended the teleconferences of the ICN Advocacy Working Group and 
the ICN Merger Working Group. 

 From Apr. 10 to 14, the FTC conducted technical support activities for staff members of Panama’s Authority of 
Consumer Protection and Competition Defense (ACODECO) coming to Taiwan for training. 

 On Apr. 20 and 26, the FTC attended the teleconferences of the ICN Cartel Working Group. 

 On Apr. 21, Mr. Andrew Heimert from the Office of International Affairs of the US Federal Trade Commission 
and AIT official Mr. Kris Kvols called on the FTC.

| FTC International Exchanges |
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